
INVISIBLE OIL CARE DOCUMENT

WOODCUT Invisible Oil and Original Oak are untreated looking 
products finished with Invisible and UV Oils. 

These products are made to showcase the true beauty and colour of 
European and French Oak Oak. Invisible Oil/Original Oak require regular 
maintenance, to ensure it will look its best for many years to come:

SEAL

Invisible Oil requires a regular SAICOS Hardwax Oil - Pure 
maintenance coat application, by a professional once a year to help 
repel stains but this does not make it stain proof. The maintenance 
coating material must be purchased from WOODCUT and can be 
found on our online Store https://woodcut.com.au/shop-online/

Contact a professional to apply your SAICOS Hardwax Oil - Pure. One 
2.5L drum will cover approximately 57m2.

PROTECT

Protect your floor from vinegar, citrus, tomato, hot oil/cold oil & food 
scraps as they will stain your Invisible Oil floor. Use protective mats in 
kitchens, especially near food preparation areas, dishwashers, bench 
tops, sinks & kitchen benches. Use protective mats under tables that 
are used for meals.

CLEANING

Ongoing Care and Maintenance 

1. Place entrance mats both outside & inside external doorways. 
Always make sure that the mats a regularly shaken out as dust/ 
sand/debris can be brought into the house with footwear. This 
dust/sand/debris acts like sandpaper resulting in scratches on 
the timber floor. Never use mats with rubber backing as they 
tend to stain the timber flooring. 

2. Only use a soft broom & a soft head, low intensity vacuum to 
remove dust/sand/debris particles from the floor. Vacuum heads 
should be checked regularly because if they have worn thin, 
contact with any metal from the head onto the timber floor can 
result in scratching. 

3. Floor protectors (felt pads) on the bottom of all furniture and 
anything else that is hard and will make contact with the timber 
floor must be used. Chairs and any other light furniture must 
always be lifted & not slid across the timber floor. Always use 
floor protector mats in areas where chairs with castor wheels are 
being used. 

4. Do not wear sharp or narrow point high heeled shoes on your 
timber floor. 

5. Place carpet runners & rugs in high traffic, high use areas. The 
kitchen floor generally experiences very high wear & therefore 
a kitchen floor protector should be used in this area. Never 
use mats with rubber backing as they tend to stain the timber 
flooring. 

6. When mopping your timber floor, always use a damp mop. The 
mop must be as dry as possible. WOODCUT recommends the 
use of a microfiber mop. 

7. Direct sunlight & or other sources of UV Light, can cause the 
timber floor to gap between boards & cup (board edges higher 
than the centre of the board). The colour of the timber floor 
board can also change (darken) over time from oxidation. 
Curtains, blinds, & other types of window protectors should be 
used to slow down the colour changing process. 

8. Flooring will darken naturally over time. Rugs & furniture create 
a shading effect on timber flooring & when removed, will display 
a lighter floor area to parts of the timber floor where there is no 
rugs or furniture. Re-arrange rugs & furniture periodically to allow 
the flooring colour to age evenly. 

9. Keep your pet’s claws properly trimmed to avoid excess 
scratching & gouging. 

10. Wipe all spills onto the timber floor immediately. Spills left on 
the floor for lengthy periods of time will stain the timber floor. 
Vinegar, citrus, tomato, oils (hot oil/cold oil) & food scraps will 
damage it. 

11. Place drip pans under indoor plants, animal feeding & bedding 
areas to avoid water leakage & moisture ingress 

12. Keep your home at normal living conditions for your area. 
Humidity should be maintained within 40%-60%. If needed, 
purchase a temperature reading instrument. Constant site 
variations above or below these limits may require the use of a 
humidifier/dehumidifier. Good airflow and ventilation is required 
to avoid heat and cooling extremes. Long-term exposure may 
result in changes to the flooring surface. 

WOODCUT recommends the below maintenance program for 
flooring used within a normal residential environment. This is to be 
used as a guide only. If choosing to use a different brand of cleaning 
product, please ensure that it is the same as the product listed below 
& is PH neutral. 
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PREMIUM ENGINEERED TIMBER FLOORING

Daily

For regular cleaning of domestic floors an antistatic mop & soft head, 
low intensity vacuum should be used for collecting dirt & grit. 

Spills should be wiped up immediately. 

Shake off external & internal mats to remove any debris. 

Weekly

1. Clean the floor area using an antistatic mop & soft head, low 
intensity vacuum to collect any dirt & grit. 

2. Using a damp microfiber mop, clean the area using SAICOS 
ECOLINE WASH CARE.

Yearly

1. Contact a professional to apply your Saicos Hardwax Oil - Pure 
One 2.5L drum will cover approximately 57m2.

2. It takes at least 12 hours for the Hardwax Oil to dry before the 
floor can take light foot traffic. It is always recommended that the 
floor is oiled in the morning, and not used until the next morning.
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*Disclaimer: WOODCUT has used its reasonable endeavours to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information contained herein and, to the extent 
permitted by law, will not be liable for any inaccuracies, omissions or errors in this information nor for any actions taken in reliance on this information. Products 
must be installed in accordance with relevant installation recommendations and industry best practices.


